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ULRIKE GRASSNICK, Ratgeber des Königs: Fürstenspiegel und Herr -
scher ideal im spätmittelalterlichen England, Europäische Kulturstudien:
Literatur–Musik–Kunst im historischen Kontext, 15 (Cologne:
Böhlau, 2004), xii + 471 pp. ISBN 978 3 412 06304 7. €59.90

Mirrors of princes (Fürstenspiegel)1 play an important part in the
political theory of the late Middle Ages. Their aim was to ensure that
princes behaved in accordance with fixed norms so that rulers would
approach the ideal of rule which these texts defined. The first
medieval texts of this sort date back to Carolingian times, when they
had a strongly biblical orientation. The genre experienced a strong
revival in the twelfth century with John of Salisbury’s Policraticus,
although this was not yet a mirror of princes in the strict sense of the
term. From the thirteenth century a growing number of texts of this
sort were created in order to dispense advice for the education of
young princes (De regimine principum). The most widespread, widely
read and translated text of this sort in the late Middle Ages was that
written by Giles of Rome (Ägidius Romanus) in 1277–9. The number
of translations into various vernaculars reveals a widespread inter-
est, even if its actual influence on political action remains largely
unclear.

The work under review here, a Ph.D. thesis submitted to the
University of Münster in the field of English language and literature,
examines this question taking late medieval vernacular English mir-
rors of princes as an example. The older texts of this sort were writ-
ten in Latin, including the Speculum regis Edward III, probably dating
from around 1330, attributed to William of Pagula. It is no coinci-
dence that the first vernacular texts were created in a literary context,
where the use of Middle English early gained special significance.
Thus in one of the two stories of the Canterbury Tales that he himself
narrates, Geoffrey Chaucer offers a mirror of princes in prose.
Building on a work by Albertanus of Brescia, Chaucer places a nega-
tive example at the heart of his text, a ruler who will not take advice.
This text was also read separately from the Canterbury Tales. John
Gower then integrated a mirror of princes into the central seventh
1 The term ‘mirror of princes’ (Fürstenspiegel) describes a particular genre of
admonitory writings providing young princes in particular, and secular
rulers in general, with guidance on conduct, ethics, and the discharge of
office.
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book of his Confessio Amantis, written from 1386 on the suggestion of
King Richard II. A later version was dedicated to Henry Bolingbroke
(the future Henry IV). In line with the thrust of the whole work, it
focuses on the virtues (and vices), of which truth, generosity, justice,
clemency, and purity or chastity are introduced as virtues becoming
a ruler.

These two are among the seven vernacular mirrors of princes
which Ulrike Grassnick has chosen to form the basis of her work, as
is the first real Middle English mirror of princes, The Governance of
Kings and Princes by John Trevisa, a translation of the work of Giles
of Rome commissioned by Thomas Lord of Berkeley and written
between 1388 and 1392. Unlike the Latin original, Trevisa’s transla-
tion was not widely disseminated, and it hardly deviates from the
original.

The other texts central to the study are Thomas Hoccleve’s
Regiment of Princes, John Lydgate’s (and Benedict Burgh’s) The Secrees
of Old Philisoffres, Sir Gilbert Hay’s The Buke of the Gouernance of
Princis, and George Ashby’s Active Policy of a Prince. Hoccleve’s sin-
gular mirror of princes, written between 1410 and 1413 for the future
Henry V, is among the best known texts of the English late Middle
Ages, and more than forty-three manuscripts of it are still extant
today. By contrast, the tract completed by Benedict Burgh after John
Lydgate’s death is only a translation of the Secretum Secretorum
which, ostensibly a letter from Aristotle to Alexander the Great,
derives from an Arabic original dating from the tenth century. The
Middle English translation by Burgh and Lydgate was not the only
one, but attracted some attention among the aristocracy of the late fif-
teenth century. The work by Gilbert Hay, too, is a reworking of the
Secretum Secretorum. Along with related works, it dates from before
1456 and was commissioned by William Sinclair, Earl of Orkney and
Lord Chancellor under James II of Scotland. George Ashby’s work,
finally, was probably written around 1470 for Henry VI’s heir,
Edward of Lancaster, who was killed in the battles against Edward
IV. Building explicitly on older models, it concentrates on the ruler’s
political actions.

While these texts have, to differing degrees, already been studied,
they are treated together for the first time here. The heterogeneity of
the sources selected—two chapters of literature, three translations (of
two different originals), and two ‘original’ mirrors of princes—
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requires a methodological approach to hold it all together. Grassnick
offers a dual approach, as it were. On the one hand, as a medievalist,
especially from Münster, she sees these texts as examples of a prag-
matic written culture, and refers to the definition by Hagen Keller
and Franz Worstbrock who establish the link between human actions
and the forms of writing that serve this or make knowledge available.
On the other hand, she uses Pierre Bourdieu’s theory and the New
Historicism to analyse the models of action by rulers which are pre-
sented in the Middle English mirrors of princes. She interprets
English society of the later Middle Ages as a social space which, in
terms of Bourdieu’s cultural sociology, is shaped by various classes,
their habitus and cultural capital, and for which the relevant political
and literary fields can be discerned in each case. The author applies
this to mirrors of princes in order to show both to what extent the
political and literary field gave rise to these writings, and how they,
in turn, affected the political and literary field. ‘This makes a close
examination of the aim of the mirror of princes possible. By captur-
ing models of rulers’ actions in writing, they wanted to create a par-
ticular personality structure with a specific habitus. Thus the image of
the ideal ruler is both a construction of the texts and a reflection of the
dominant system of values and norms that can only be created and
transmitted via negotations in the literary and political field’ (p. 39).

The structure of the book takes account of this dual approach. The
introductory section, making up roughly one-third of the volume,
starts by explaining the theoretical basis relatively fully. It provides a
history of mirrors of princes, both in general and in late medieval
England in particular, describes the individual texts in detail, and
places them in context. This is followed by a brief initial comparative
examination of ‘Production and Reception in the Literary Field’ refer-
ring to the authors’ common social background and their depend-
ence on their respective ruling houses, and an evaluation of the evi-
dence, reproduced in the Appendix (pp. 344–90), of which rulers,
members of the aristocracy, and burghers owned which texts of this
sort in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. According to this, 156
manuscripts can be identified, of which only 65 were in Middle
English. The rest, so far as we can tell, were in Latin (45) or Middle
French (17). Not surprisingly, the incidence of ownership of texts
increased significantly among rulers, aristocracy, and burghers in the
fifteenth century, but not among the clergy, while the increase is
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clearer among the aristocracy and burghers than among kings.
Middle English texts predominated among the aristocracy and
burghers, while the clergy preferred Latin mirrors of princes, and
among rulers language preference was more balanced. Rulers might
own up to five or six manuscripts, while others, with the exception of
three burghers, mostly owned only one. Grassnick is aware that this
tells us little about the actual reception of the texts (especially as the
acquisition of the Canterbury Tales or the Confessio Amantis could
reflect interests other than in the theory of rule). Thus she points to
demonstrable personal or familial relations between various owners
(sometimes associated with passing on the manuscript), but they do
not allow her to say anything about how the texts were discussed.
Ultimately, she can make only the very general statement that in late
medieval England, ownership of the relevant books was ‘remarkable,
so that we can assume that the texts had some relevance in the liter-
ary and political field’ (p. 126).

The core of the book (making up about half of its length) consists
of five thematic chapters which analyse and reflect on the sources
with the help of the theoretical basis outlined. The fourth, quite
detailed chapter deals with models of rulers’ action; the fifth demon-
strates that the ideals developed in the text are not tied to the situa-
tion they are presented in; the sixth reflects on the model of virtues
and vices; the seventh anlyses ‘Middle English mirrors of princes in
the literary and political field’ (p. 237); and the eighth looks at the sig-
nificance of the norms which were developed for political praxis, tak-
ing as an example the case of Richard II’s deposition in 1399.

The chapter on models of rulers’ action adopts the contemporary
structure of political theory, based on the work of Aristotle (ethics,
economics, politics). It treats the prince in turn as a person, as the
head of the family, and as a ruler, explicitly and implicitly invoking
the model of vice and virtue. The broadly defined catalogue of
virtues makes clear that the authors saw virtue as essential for good
acts on the part of a king. Kings and princes needed to beware of
vices, but also had to eat well and lead a healthy life. Their behaviour
within marriage and towards their children was dictated by the
desire to show how exemplary they were and to secure their rule.
Also essential was economic security, intended to prevent too great a
burden being placed on their vassals. In the realm of politics, refer-
ence was made to the example of predecessors who had ruled in an



exemplary fashion, to the significance of good royal functionaries
and advisers, and to the role of the ruler in making and implement-
ing laws. He was to try to preserve peace at home and abroad, but
also had to be prepared for war. In the discussion of all these ques-
tions, Grassnick insists that they were not tied to their particular sit-
uation, although to different degrees. In other words, there was
mostly a small spatial concretization or temporal tie to a specific sit-
uation. This meant that ‘the recipients were able adequately to apply
the instructions for action in a specific situation only after an inde-
pendent interpretation’ (p. 188), which could explain the success of
the mirror of princes as a literary genre. However, Grassnick surely
goes too far when she deduces from this that ‘action in the literary
field (reception) shapes action in the political field (the rulers’ acts)’
(p. 188), for it was precisely the general nature of the instructions that
considerably reduced their influence on concrete political action.

The fact that the mirrors of princes were largely separated from
their concrete situation is also a theme of the next chapter. Chapter
five starts with the use of exempla, which, in the sense defined by
Peter von Moos, are understood as isolated nexus of events with a
specific literary function. In mirrors of princes they have a constant,
didactic function, but also open up the possibility of implicitly criti-
cizing the ruler. Specific references to everyday politics are the excep-
tion, even though the current situation may have had some influence
on the texts, and at the very least, many of the ruler’s potential part-
ners are addressed. That is why Grassnick rightly distinguishes her
study from works that tease out the concrete references of mirrors of
princes. Rather, she stresses that the character of this genre is based
‘precisely on the overriding, transsituational validity of the models of
rulers’ actions, and on the construction of an ideal ruler’ (p. 208). This
is also shown by the central role played by the model of virtues and
vices, which is treated in chapter six. Rather like the contemporary
catalogues of virtues and vices, mirrors of princes are concerned to
give guidance on virtue and virtuous action. Rulers, because of their
prominent position, have a special duty: as models, they should be
more virtuous than others.

To justify anchoring this genre in the ‘literary and political field’
Grassnick, in chapter seven, initially points to the growing signifi-
cance of the royal advisers in the political debates of the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, while the authors of mirrors of princes func-
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tioned as ‘unofficial’ advisers and could by no means write their texts
‘autonomously’. This certainly limits the applicability of Bourdieu’s
concepts to the late Middle Ages. The problem will be illustrated in
what follows by taking the example of two texts embedded in a nar-
rative and fictional context, the relevant part of John Gower’s
Confessio Amantis and the Canterbury Tales. Grassnick here empha-
sizes the expanded spectrum of interpretation that made greater
effectiveness possible. But the insight gained here, namely, that the
norms of ideal behaviour on the part of the ruler constructed on the
basis of an exchange between the different social groups allow us to
draw conclusions about the king’s politics, also applies to the other
texts. The authors of mirrors of princes could thus voice criticism of
the ruler without running too great a risk, a privilege usually
reserved for status groups and institutions.

To be sure, even the example of Richard II’s rule and deposition,
discussed in the final, eighth chapter, does not offer a real point of
reference for the concrete effectiveness of the genre. After Grassnick
reminds us of the mirrors of princes of Richard’s time and introduces
the ideas of political theory held by Richard and his advisers against
the background of his politics, she investigates the connection
between the arguments for his deposition and the theorerical
approaches. In the end, she finds no evidence that one or more of the
texts of this genre could have served as a model, and takes recourse
to Bourdieu’s concept of habitus. The similarity between the argu-
ments and the political theory ‘reflects the habitus of the protagonists
of 1399 and of the authors of mirrors of princes, thus clarifying the
contingencies and possibilities of action in the literary and political
field of late medieval England’ (p. 324). According to this, the new
ruler, Henry IV, needed ‘symbolic capital’ in order to secure his posi-
tion. He therefore reverted to the values and norms generally
acknowledged by political theory, without drawing upon the full
spectrum of possible arguments made available by mirrors of
princes. The concluding part, which sums up Grassnick’s findings,
rightly points in this context to the annals and chronicles which can
also be classified as part of a pragmatic culture of writing. They con-
vey similar models and ideas to mirrors of princes, and would repay
comparison with this genre.

This study, which is not based on unpublished materials, but
draws on a rich stock of sources and literature and contains a name
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and subject index, is not entirely free of minor errors and misunder-
standings, for example, in assigning the Good Parliament to the reign
of Richard II (p. 237), in the difference in usage between the ‘body
natural’ and the ‘body politic’ (p. 317), and in the Latin quotation on
p. 308. Similarly, the typography, especially in setting italics, is not
entirely successful. Nonetheless, it can be said that, on the whole, the
author’s methodological meticulousness, interpretative caution, and
close analysis of mirrors of princes in Middle English are impressive.
Grassnick cannot be held responsible for the paucity of specific sub-
stance in the texts and their conservatism in sticking to tradition even
at times of political crisis, or for the limited opportunities to draw
conclusions about the historical background. Rather, this volume
provides a profound, theory-based interpretation of mirrors of
princes in Middle English which calls for comparisons with other
regions and with other genres, and is in itself an important reference
work.
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